. an amplifier time-sharing tec hnique was propcsed to reali ze a n arbitrary number of biquadratic cells with on ly twO amplifiers. In f7]. periodical nonu niform individual samplig of each SC structure in a filter was used to prog ram SC circuits.
used. In [4) . several integrator capacitors were multiplexed onto a single op-a mp. In [SJ. Ihe amplifiers were time-shared to realize two poles of filtering per amp lifier in a ladder structure. i n [6] . an amplifier time-sharing tec hnique was propcsed to reali ze a n arbitrary number of biquadratic cells with on ly twO amplifiers. In f7]. periodical nonu niform individual samplig of each SC structure in a filter was used to prog ram SC circuits. The proposed technique will be illustrated using the universal second order filter shown in figure  I as an example. This circuit can provide BP, LP, and HP transfer functions. by enabling the corresponding signal paths by proper switchi ng.
Let's first consider the LP transfer function.
Under conventional sampling operation. there are only two non-overlapping c lock phases fl}, and @, (figure 2a). In this case. clock signal s @, . 
which. disregarding the ( . ' unit delay. is idenlical to ( I) . Note that, under the timing proposed in figure   2b . capacitors A. C.E,F and G can be time- 
Although the transfer functions in (I) and (2) are identical (except for the ,.5 unit delay), opamp outputs are identical only during 1/5" of the whole period T,. Thi s effect can not be ignored when the ratio f ol (5 J,) approaches 112.
For instance. assumi ng
[-1.11 to be the amplifier output signal swing in the LP SC filter of figure 3, the maximum input signal ampli tude is 882 mV for the nominal filter (k=/), and 48 1 mV for the least favorable case (k =8) , as confirmed by SWITCAP simulations. Similar results cou ld be obtained usi ng the BP and HP transfer functions of the circuit in figure   I . For the HP function , capacitor I ca nn ot be programmed with the time-multiplex ing technique proposed here. so a second capac itor bank would be required for programming capacitor I. 
IV. Conclusions
To the authors' knowledge, no other method has been reported allowing a biquad section to be programmed using one single capacitor bank.
The proposed technique achieves a very compact and area efficient implementation of SC filters. Compared to a conventional programmable biquad using multiple capacitor banks, the filter in figure 3 has a 40% area occupancy. for a standard 0.35 Ilm CMOS techn ology. Concerning power cons umpti on. the op-amps are required to swi tch faster. but 
